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Introduction

The "3270" Installation and Maintenance Software application for the HP 4952A Protocol Analyzer provides "3270" IBM™ Network users with a high level tool for maintenance, installation, trouble-shooting and configuration of new devices added to the network. In particular, the package provides many user friendly features to ease all of the work and tests associated with the maintenance of a "3270" network.

This package extends the SNA and BSC capability of the HP 4952A Protocol Analyzer beyond monitoring and simulation to let you easily test the function of controllers and devices connected to a "3270" network. The alignment of displays and the function of keyboards and printers can be confirmed before connection to the host. Address confirmation of all active devices connected to a particular controller or active controllers connected remotely to a front end processor can be done by menu choice and a record obtained for later use.

The "3270" Installation and Maintenance Software package consists of application programs which are specific to the protocol and data code specified.

IBM™ is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
The first application program is an SNA protocol package designed to work with the EBCDIC data code.

The second application is designed for use with a BSC protocol utilizing the EBCDIC data code.

---

**NOTE**

The correct application for the specified data code should be loaded initially as the data code and protocol cannot be changed once the application is loaded.

---

**Equipment Supplied**

The "3270" Installation and Maintenance application includes the following:

- Master Disc
- Blank Disc
- User's Guide

The master disc contains the "3270" Installation and Maintenance program. A blank disc is provided to make a working copy for day-to-day use. See Appendix B for instructions on duplicating the master disc. The User's Guide provides reference and tutorial information and contains the master and blank discs.

The "3270" Installation and Maintenance software coupled with a HP 4952A will be referred to as the "3270" tester throughout the rest of this manual.
Applications

The "3270" Installation and Maintenance application can be used in a "327X" network from the output of a Front End Processor to the input of a "327X" cluster controller.

The application can be used anywhere SNA or BSC data flows over a datacomm network utilizing RS-232C/V.24, RS449, and V.35 as the physical interface. The effects of the tests performed by the "3270" Installation and Maintenance system extend across the controller to the peripherals connected to it.

This is done by utilizing the addressing capability of the controllers and devices connected to the "3270" network.

Connection of the HP 4952A can be made to a "3270" network as shown in Figure 1-1 at points A & B. Note that the control exercised by the "3270" tester is directed into the controllers and devices connected to them. The direction of control and test capability is indicated by the arrows at the connection points in Figure 1-1.

End-users can use the "3270" tester to install, maintain and troubleshoot networks between cluster controllers and communications controllers within the "327X" network. Active controllers can be polled as well as the devices connected to them.

Installation of new devices or controllers can be simplified through the use of selective or polled address scans of the controllers or devices connected to the controllers. Individual cabling problems can be identified with the same tests without the need for utilizing host computer time or resources.
Figure 1-1. Connection Points
Features

- Support for both BSC and SNA (F1D2) protocols.
- A simplified softkey interface that eases test selection.
- Test results displayed in a friendly manner as well as available in a hardcopy format from an attached printer.

General Tests

- Scan for and list all the active connected controllers.
- Scan for and list all the active devices connected to a specific controller.
- Read and analyze the controller or device status.
- Loop on Device Scan to allow all the active devices connected to a controller to be identified on their display by address.

Display & Keyboard Tests

- Execute display attributes: protected, alpha, numeric, highlight, non-display.
- Provide an 81 character stairstep pattern for the display to check all display positions.
- Provide an alignment pattern for the video display.
- Check of control key responses.

Printer Tests

- Utilize new-line and end-of-line message control operations.
- Provide an 81 character stairstep pattern for the printer to check all printed positions.
Specifications

Instruments: This application will run on the HP 4952A with 22 kbytes of application memory.

Physical Interface: All of the following supported HP 4952A interfaces:
RS-232C/V.24, RS-449, V.35


Transmit Rates: to 19200 bps.

Memory Requirements: The "3270" Installation and Maintenance Software uses 22 kbytes of application memory.
Getting Started

This chapter tells you how to load the "3270" Installation and Maintenance Software application and sample data into your HP 4952A Protocol Analyzer. This manual assumes that you are already familiar with the basic use of the protocol analyzer.

For detailed information concerning operation, voltage and grounding requirements, and power cords refer to the HP 4952A Protocol Analyzer Operating Manual.

Connecting an Interface Pod

Make certain the protocol analyzer is turned off. Connect the interface pod cable from the pod to the connector in the lower center of the HP 4952A back panel.
Turning on the Analyzer

Turn on the HP 4952A Protocol Analyzer using the line switch on the back panel. The analyzer begins an automatic self test. After the test is completed, the top level menu is displayed. (See Figure 2-2).

If errors have been detected, a list of errors will be displayed. You can go to the top level menu from the error display by pressing [EXIT]. However, if errors have been reported, proper operation in this mode cannot be assumed; contact your Hewlett-Packard Sales and Service office for assistance.

Getting the Top Level Menu

The top level menu gives you access all the features of the HP 4952A.

Whenever you turn on the protocol analyzer the top level menu appears. From lower level displays, you can return to the top level menu by pressing [EXIT] (you may have to press [EXIT] more than once).
Making a Working Copy of the Application

The "3270" Installation And Maintenance Software package includes an application disc and a blank disc. The blank disc is provided to make a working copy of the application disc. If you are not familiar with the basic features of the HP 4952A, use the procedure in Appendix B to make a backup copy of the disc.

Hewlett-Packard recommends that you make a working copy of the application disc. Use the copy and retain the master as a backup in case the working copy fails due to wear or accidental erasure. This procedure allows you to make full use of the "3270" tester and not have the application become non-functional at any time. If you should need a copy of your Master Disc, replacement discs can be obtained from Hewlett-Packard.

Looking at the Mass Storage Directory

To see what's on the "3270" Installation And Maintenance Software disc, use the directory feature.

1. Locate your working copy of the disc and insert it in the disc drive.
2. In the top level menu press the <Mass Store> softkey.
3. Press <Directory>. The disc is read and the directory appears.

Loading the Software Application

1. Use the arrow keys or scroll through the directory files to locate the file name you want to use.
2. A choice will have to be made at time for the correct application to be loaded according to the protocol and data code format used on the network - either BSC or SNA.
3. Enter the file name <SNA> using the keyboard or scroll to the file name <SNA> using the cursor or arrow keys.

4. Press <Load>.

5. Press <Execute>. The disc is read and the "3270" Installation And Maintenance Software application program is loaded into the protocol analyzer memory. This takes a few seconds. After loading, the top level "3270" menu appears and then by pressing the MORE key, the top level menu shows the "3270" tester application is active (the third line will vary according to the format that is loaded - SNA or BSC).

Figure 2-3. Top Level "3270" Menu
Understanding the Main Menu

Press the <3270> softkey and the main application menu is presented on the protocol analyzer display.

3270 Menu

Setup Options:

Tests - set test parameters.

Print - set parameters for screen dumps.

Test Options:

Disp - select a display test.

Prt - select a printer test.

Gen - select a general test.

Figure 2-5. Main Application Menu
Any of the five main menu choices may be selected at this time.

The <Setup Tests> and <Setup Print> menu choices set the parameters which control the other menus available. Always check and set up both <Setup Tests> and <Setup Print> menus whenever the application is loaded from disc (the master copy can be changed and stored. Once a master copy has been changed and stored, it cannot be changed and re-stored again).

<Setup Tests> This menu allows the software and hardware to be configured for the data communications parameters of the network.

<Setup Print> This menu allows the software and hardware to be configured for data communication parameters and type of printer for all hardcopy output of the "3270" tester. The output can be either test results or just the menu setups in use.

<3270 Tests Disp> This menu provides four pre-defined "3270" display tests. These tests let you select or scan for controller or device addresses.

<3270 Tests Prt> This menu provides two pre-defined printer tests. These tests let you select or scan for controller or device addresses.

<3270 Tests Gen> This menu provides three pre-defined status tests for controllers or devices in the network. These tests let you select or scan for controller or device addresses.
The "3270" Installation and Maintenance package is used in a "327X Network" of IBM equipment for off-line testing and maintenance. This lets you exercise the "3270" components in the network to identify two major areas of concern:

The first is to identify if each device is configured or connected correctly to their respective controller.

The second is to allow you to check the functions of the equipment such as the display, keyboard, or printer function.

These tests are not comprehensive but are intended to test the basic functions of the devices to insure they have been connected and configured correctly.

Note the major highlighted arrows in Figure 3-1 (A & B). Each is a point in the network that could be a tie-in point for the "3270" tester.

Application Environment

The environment or network that the "3270" tester is designed to be used in begins at the point to which a Front End Processor (FEP), such as an IBM 3705 or IBM 3725, is normally connected. The environment extends (through modems or physical layers) to cluster controllers, such as IBM 3274's or IBM 3276's and the devices attached to them. Connection can be made at the modem on the interface cable or at the input to the modem connecting the Front End Processor (FEP) for testing a multiple drop arrangement of cluster controllers or at the modem off of a cluster controller for testing a single leg of the network.
NOTE

The connection should **BREAK** the current connection of the network from the host - **NOT** a "Y" cable 'monitor' type connection.

Scan tests can be done at these points to list all of the active controllers and/or devices connected in the environment. See Figure 3-1 for a simplified view of the environment intended for the "3270" tester.

Printouts of the test results can be sent to an active printer on the network or to an auxiliary printer attached to the RS-232/V.24 printer port on the HP 4952A.

An infinite looping scan test can be done to poll each device connected to the controller while displaying the device's address and controller connection on the display device.

Individual display and keyboard tests can be done for maintenance, troubleshooting, and repair/alignment needs. Printers that are connected to the controller can be tested for basic output function or used as a 'test result' printer.
Figure 3-1. Simplified Network
Maintenance - Repair

The "3270" tester can be used as a maintenance tool. The menus allow you to select test patterns for the alignment of displays or testing the display attributes for correct function. An individual device can be selected by address and an alignment pattern sent to allow the maintenance or repair personnel to align the display.

Figure 3-2. Test Pattern

Also available is an 81 character stairstep string test for verification of display position and characters.

Figure 3-3. 81 Character Stairstep
These capabilities allow the tests to be done "off-line" from the host computer saving valuable host computer time and repeated system generations. These modes can be used by tying into the network as shown in Figure 3-2 & 3-3.

The "3270" tester can be used as a test device for the keyboards connected in the "3270" network. Specific tests are included in the "Display Tests Menu" to allow verification of the control keys PF1-24, PA1-3, CLEAR and ENTER.

The "3270" tester allows the verification of a printer connected to the "3270 network". The printer can then be used to record the other test results done on the network for maintenance or troubleshooting and then produce a 'hardcopy' printout of the installation.

Figure 3-4. Printer Verification

Installation

Installation of new equipment in a "3270" network can be time consuming and frustrating. When a new cluster is set up and connected to a "3270" network, a system generation is performed to add the new terminal addresses to the system terminal address table. System generation requires that the mainframe be taken out of service until the operation is completed. If the wrong addresses are added to the table during
the system generation, the whole operation has to be repeated. The "3270" tester allows you to configure and test IBM "3270" cluster controllers and devices prior to their attachment to the mainframe. This will insure the proper address settings of the terminals so that the system generation is successful the first time.

When terminals or printers are reallocated in a "3270" network, cables can be inadvertently cross wired or connected to the wrong cluster. By connecting the "3270" tester to a particular cluster the <looping device scan> test or the <Scan Ctrl> menus can identify all active controllers or devices connected to a controller. Messages can be sent to all display devices connected to that controller with the address each responds to when accessed. By using the displayed addresses, the improper connections can be repaired in a concise, orderly manner.

Figure 3-5. Installation of Equipment
"3270" Compatibility Issues

The SNA environment is complex. To insure that all levels of SNA are ready for testing, the "3270" tester will bring the entire 3270 system up and back down during each test sequence. If the 3270 system does not automatically restart each SNA layer, the SNA portion of this package will not work.

For both BSC and SNA environments, vendor variations in protocol implementation may result in the "3270" tester receiving responses that are not recognized, thus causing a test failure.

In both BSC and SNA environments, there is a response timeout parameter. Typically this timeout is defined to be 3000 msec. In real life situations, the vast majority of devices will respond in a much shorter time. To expedite the testing process, the "3270" tester has implemented a 500 msec response timeout. If this timeout value is too short, it can easily be changed in the Setup Test Menu.

---

NOTE

The "3270" tester is able to exercise the majority of 3270 and compatible products to which it is attached. However, some 3270 compatible products may have difficulty using the full capability of the HP 18263A due to variations in design.
The Setup Menus affect all tests done by the "3270" tester. The data communications parameters, "3270" device response timeout, and the printout of test results are controlled by this menu and should be set before any tests are attempted.

The main menu, labeled '3270 Menu', has two major sets of softkeys. The left softkeys are 'Setup' menus which apply to both the 'Tests' and 'Print' menu. The diagram in Figure 4-1 shows the hierarchy of the menus. Note the Setup menus are shown separately from the main "3270 Menu" yet both Setup Menus affect all other softkey menus and their operation.

Figure 4-1. "3270" Menu
Using the Test Setup Menu

This menu is accessed from the main "3270 Menu" by the <Setup Tests> softkey. The menu should be displayed as shown below.

Analyzer attached to: Controller

Clock source: Analyzer
Bits/sec: 9600
Data Code: EBCDIC
Parity: None
Mode: NRZ
Response Timeout: 500 msec
Timing/Lead Changes: On

Duplex: Full

Figure 4-2. Test Setup Menu

Note that the default values for the 'Test Setup Menu' are shown. Each of the inverse video fields are choices to be made by you. As the cursor is scrolled down the display using the cursor control arrows or the return key, the softkeys change to indicate the choices available. Each field is explained as follows:

Analyzer attached to: Controller/Modem

This field designates the equipment the "3270" tester is connected to in the network. If connected to the Controller the HP 4952A is configured as a DCE. If connected to the Modem it is configured as a DTE.
Clock Source: Analyzer/External

This field determines whether the clock source for the interface will be sourced by the HP 4952A or by an external source. If Analyzer is selected, Bits/sec appears which allows the speed of the supplied clock to be selected. If external is selected, the HP 4952A will use the clock supplied on the Transmit/Receive clock lines TC and RC.

Bits/sec 9600/

This field is only available when Analyzer has been selected in the clock source field. It allows the selection of the data rate of the interface clock which is supplied by the analyzer.

Data Code: EBCDIC

This field is fixed.

Parity: None

Always NONE for EBCDIC

Mode: NRZ

This field allows the choice of either NRZ or NRZI communications protocol.

Response Timeout: 500 msec

Default is 500 milliseconds, but you can set it to any range (in milliseconds) from 0 to 9999. This is important when scanning all devices connected to a point in the network. A lower response time will "speed up" the poll of all inactive devices connected to the network.

Timing/Lead Changes

This field allows you to store timing and lead changes information so you can view it in the Examine Data menu. This information defaults to off at speeds above 38.4 kbps.
The Print Screen Setup Menu

This menu lets you communicate with a printer and the address or location of that printer. The parameters chosen are used in all places of the application where the <Print Scrn> softkey function is used. This function is offered with almost every menu in the application so be sure it is configured correctly.

![Print Screen Setup Menu](image)

Figure 4-3. 4952 Print Screen Setup Menu

Note the default values for the 'Print Screen Setup Menu'. Some fields are indicated by inverse video characters.
Make the choices applicable to the printer that the "3270" tester is connected to. When the printer is selected for the HP 4952A, the printer setup is defined by the "Remote & Print" softkey selected from the HP 4952A menu. To configure the printer, press the high level softkey "Remote & Print" and then press the softkey "Print Setup". Each field is explained as follows:

---

**NOTE**

Printers attached to the HP 4952A remote/printer port for hardecopy output must be attached with a modem eliminator cable (HP L3242G).

---

Printer attached to: "3270" / 4952

This field designates the printer the "3270" tester will output when the <Print Scrn> softkey is pressed. If the <4952> choice is made a printer should be connected to the 'remote/printer' port on the rear of the HP 4952A. The attached printer should be an ASCII printer, such as an HP 2225D or compatible equipment. If "3270" is the choice for the printer, the following figure will be displayed.
Print Screen Setup Menu

Printer attached to: "3270"

Controller Address: C1
Device Address: D2

"3270" 4952

Figure 4-4. "3270" Print Screen Setup Menu

Each of the inverse video fields are choices for the "3270" tester. As the cursor is scrolled down the display by the use of the cursor control arrows or the return key on the keyboard, the softkeys will change to indicate the choices available. Each field and softkey is explained.
NOTE

This application assumes that a printer on the network has been tested before use. When you make this choice, you should test that printer before performing any other tests.

Printer attached to: "3270"

This field designates the printer the "3270" tester will output to when the <Print Scrn> softkey is pressed.

Controller Address field
Device Address field

These fields must be given a valid address for a controller and printer on the network to which the "3270" tester is connected. Note the two new softkeys that are displayed on the HP 4952A:

<Addr Text>

This softkey affects both the controller and device address and is a 'toggle' function. The address must be set before any of the tests are selected by softkey or the default addresses will be used and the test performed on the default controller and device.

<Scan Ctrl/Dev>

If the address of the device or controller to be tested is not known, the network can be scanned and displayed utilizing the <Scan Addrs> softkey. The 'Controller Address Menu' and the 'Device Menu of Controller' are accessible through the use of the <Scan Addrs> softkey.
<Scan Address Menu> Use

If the address of the device to be tested is not known, the active devices of a particular controller or the active controllers on a network can be scanned and displayed using the "Scan Menu's". 'Controller Address Menu' and 'Device Menu of Controller' are both accessible through the use of the <Scan Address> softkey. The menu accessed is determined by which address field (controller or device) the cursor is placed on when the <Scan Address> softkey is pressed. Both menus are similar in function and format. The device menu applies to the devices connected to specific controller. The Scan Address Menu is shown below as it appears after a partial or full scan has been run. Each softkey and field are explained following the Scan Address Menu.

Figure 4-5. Scan Address Menu
**Device Menu**
The address displayed as "X" in line 1 is obtained from the Controller Address field in the menu immediately preceding this menu.

**Device Address**
Lines 3 through 10 contain addresses of the active controllers or devices for which a scan has been made. The cursor should appear on the first address in the list when the menu is first entered.

**Scan Message**
Two messages can appear on this line. One is "Addrs from previous scan". The other is "Addrs from aborted prev scan". The second message will appear if a scan of addresses was done previously and was aborted.

**<Addr Hex>**
Addresses can be viewed in Hexadecimal or Text mode by using the `<Addr Text> / <Addr Hex>` softkey. This softkey is a 'toggle' function.

**<Sel Addr>**
The controller or device address indicated by the cursor can be selected as the device to be used for testing by pressing this softkey.

**<Part Scan>**
This softkey is used to start the polling of devices or controllers to determine which are active. 32 addresses are polled based on the EBCDIC polling characters.

**<Full Scan>**
This softkey is also used to start a poll of devices or controllers to determine the active controllers or devices. 254 addresses are polled starting from 01 to FE (hex).

**<Print Scrn>**
This softkey prints the current display to the printer defined in the ‘Print Screen Setup Menu’ under the main ‘3270 Menu’.
Display Tests

The <3270 Tests Disp> menus exercise displays and keyboards connected in a "3270" network. All of the display tests are designed for an eighty column by twenty-four line display.

NOTE

The data communications parameters, "3270" device response timeout, and the printout of test results are controlled by the <Setup Tests/Print> menus and should be set before tests are attempted.

The Display Tests Menu has four available tests:

- Exercise Attributes
- 81 Character Stairstep
- Alignment Pattern
- Control Key Response

Using the Display Tests Menu

This menu is accessed from the main "3270" menu by the <3270 Tests Disp> softkey. The menu displayed is shown on the next page.
**Display Tests Menu**

**Test 1.** EXERCISE ATTRIBUTES  
(1920 Char Display)

**Test 2.** 81 CHARACTER STAIRSTEP  
(1920 Char Display)

**Test 3.** ALIGNMENT PATTERN  
(1920 Char Display)

**Test 4.** CONTROL KEY RESPONSE  
(PF1-24, PA1-3, CLR, ENTR)

**Controller Address**  
**Device Address**

\[ \text{C}_1 \]
\[ \text{D}_2 \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Addr</th>
<th>Scan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Addr</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>Addr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 5-1. Display Tests Menu**

**Setting the Address**

The first step in performing any test of the displays or keyboards is to specify which display or keyboard is to be tested. This is done by selecting the controller and device address at the lower portion of the Display Tests Menu. The choices include any character available on the HP 4952A keyboard including control characters.

The addresses can be viewed in Hexadecimal or in a Text mode by utilizing the <Addr Text> / <Addr Hex> softkey. This softkey affects both the controller and device address and is a ‘toggle’ function. The address must be set before any tests are selected by softkey or the default address’s will be selected and the test performed on the default controller and device.
<Scan Address Menu> Use

If the address of the device to be tested is not known, the active devices of a particular controller or the active controllers on a network can be scanned and displayed using the "Scan Menu's". See Section 4, page 4-8 if you need more information on the use of this test.

Exercise Attributes Test

This test exercises the display attributes and is configured for an 80 column by 24 line display. The test will be performed on the Display that has been selected in the Controller & Device Address field of the 'Display Tests Menu'. Pressing the <Test 1> softkey should produce the display shown below.

```
EXERCISE DISPLAY ATTRIBUTES

> 0123456789      < Protected
> ABCDEFGHIJ       < Alpha
> 0123456789       < Numeric
> ABCDEFGHIJ       < Highlight
>                  < Non-Display
> 0123456789       < Modified
```

Figure 5-2. Exercise Display Attributes
Once the data is displayed, the test is performed by moving the cursor to each of the fields denoted by the ‘>’ and ‘<’ characters and typing in characters other than the designated characters into the fields. Proper operation of the terminal will not allow any other characters to be placed into the fields than the type of characters labeled beside the field.

- The ‘Protected’ mode should not allow any characters to be over-typed or otherwise changed.
- The ‘Alpha’ field should allow only alphanumeric type of characters in this field.
- The ‘Numeric’ field should allow only numeric type of characters in the numeric field.
- When characters are typed into the ‘Highlight’ field, each character should retain the highlight characteristic.
- Characters should not be displayed when typed into the ‘Non-Display’ field.
- The ’Modified’ mode is not exercised by this test software.

81 Character Stairstep

This test displays a "full display" of known characters. The pattern sent is called a stairstep due to the visual image of the characters 'stepping' to the right in each successive line. This test was designed for an 80 character by 24 line display. The test will be performed on the Display that has been selected in the Controller & Device Address field of the 'Display Tests Menu'. Pressing the <Test 2> softkey should produce a display like the one shown in figure 5-3.
Figure 5-3. 81 Character Stairstep Display

Actual connection to the network is illustrated in Figure 5-4.
Connection to the network can take place as illustrated in Figure 5-6.

![Diagram of network connection](image)

**Figure 5-6. Connection for Alignment Pattern**

### Control Key Response

This test allows you to test the control keys - PA 1 through PA 3, PF 1 through PF 24 and the Clear & Enter keys. This test was designed for an 80 character by 24 line display. The test will be performed on the Display and Keyboard that has been selected in the Controller & Device Address field of the 'Display Tests Menu'. Pressing the <Test 4> softkey produces the display shown below.

**Push desired control key.**

**Use ENTER KEY to stop test.**

**PF 13 Key Pressed**
This test is performed by first specifying an address of a particular terminal and then have someone at that terminal press each control key desired to verify it's correct operation.

When the test is completed to satisfaction, press the ENTER key on the ‘test’ terminal and line 10 of the terminal should then change to say:

ENTER Key Pressed, Test Complete.

The cursor is placed on line 15 and any other keys on the keyboard can be pressed, however, none of the keys other than the above listed will respond to the display as part of the test.

Pressing keys too rapidly can cause the test display to lock its keyboard. This lockup situation can be cleared by pressing the RESET key on the keyboard being tested.

Test Results

All of the display tests will complete with a test result display similar to the figure that follows. The test result display remains until the EXIT key is pressed.
DISPLAY TEST RESULTS

TEST 1 - EXERCISE ATTRIBUTES

CONTROLLER ADDRESS:  
DEVICE ADDRESS:  

OPERATION SUCCESSFUL.

<Examine Data> Softkey

All of the display tests allow the user to utilize the Examine Data function of the HP 4952A to view the actual data for detailed analysis. The data is shown in two formats:

- A "Two line" format for the BSC application (see Section 7).
- An "SDLC Frame & Format" for the SNA application (see Section 7).

Figure 5-7. Display Test Results

If a test fails, an error message will be shown on the display. An explanation of the error messages can be found in Appendix A.
<Exec Test> Softkey

This key allows the test just executed to be re-run.

<Print Scrn> Softkey

This softkey allows the current display on the "3270" tester to be printed on the printer selected in the 'Print Screen Setup Menu'.
Printer Tests

The <Printer Tests> menus allow the testing of a "3270" printer.

NOTE

The data communications parameters, "3270" device response timeout, and the printout of test results are controlled by the <Setup Tests/Print> menus and should be set before any printer tests are attempted.

The Printer Tests Menu has two tests available:

- New Line / End-of-Message
- 81 Character Stairstep

Using the Printer Tests Menu

This menu is accessed from the main "3270 Menu" by the <3270 Tests Prt> softkey. The menu displayed is shown on the next page.
Printer Tests Menu

Test 1. NEW LINE/END-OF-MESSAGE
    (Exercise Printer)
Test 2. 81 CHARACTER STAIRSTEP
    (Exercise Printer)

Controller Address
Device Address

Test Test
1 2
Addr Scan
Text Addr

Figure 6-1. Printer Tests Menu

Printer Tests Menu

The Printer Tests Menu allows two choices of tests:

- New Line End-of-Message
- 81 Character Stairstep

and two 'help' menu choices:

- Address / Text
- Scan Addresses
The first step is to select a controller and device for the test to be performed on. This selection is done in the Controller and Device Address fields at the lower portion of the screen.

Use the cursor arrow keys or the RTN key to go to the appropriate field for a selection of an address. The address is input to the field through the use of the HP 4952A keyboard.

The addresses can be viewed in Hexadecimal or Text mode by utilizing the <Addr Text> / <Addr Hex> softkey. This softkey affects both the controller and device address and is a 'toggle' function. The address must be set before any tests are chosen or the default addresses will be selected and the test is performed on the default controller and device.

Once the controller and device addresses have been chosen, one of the two Printer tests can be selected. Both are intended to test the correct function of a printer connected to a "3270" network. Each can also be used to test a display, but the preferred tests for a display are listed under the "3270 Tests Display Tests" menu.

<Scan Address Menu> Use

If the address of the device to be tested is not known, the active devices of a particular controller or the active controllers on a network can be scanned and displayed using the "Scan Menus". See Section 4, page 4-8 if you need more information on the use of this test.

New Line/End-of-Message

This test checks printing attributes and is configured for an 80 column printer. The test will be performed on a printer selected in the Controller & Device Address field. Pressing the <Test 1> softkey produces the printout shown below.

First New Line Function Character Here >

New Line Character Here >

New Line Here >

End of Message Character Here >
A possible connection to the network is shown in Figure 6-2.

![Figure 6-2. Connection to Printer](image)

Once the data is printed, the test has begun. Insure that characters are the only text printed. Another line is sent which is not supposed to print. That line is " (THIS SHOULD NOT PRINT) ". Proper operation of the printer does not allow any other characters to be printed on the printer.

If by chance a display is addressed instead of a printer when this test is run, a passed test message will result and a display similar to the one on the next page will be on the test display.

FIRST NEW_LINE FIR

ACTER HERE > NEW_LINE CHARACTER HERE > END OF MESSAGE CHARACTER

HERE > (THIS SHOULD NOT PRINT)!
81 Character Stairstep

This test prints a "full page" of known characters. The pattern is called a stairstep due to the visual image of the characters 'stepping' to the right in each successive line. This test was designed for an 80 character line printer. The test will be performed on the printer selected by the Controller & Device Address field of the 'Display Tests Menu'. Depressing the <Test 2> softkey produces a print out similar to the one shown below.

![Printout of 81 Character Stairstep](image)

Figure 6-3. 81 Character Stairstep Printout
Actual connection to the network is illustrated in Figure 6-4.

Figure 6-4. Connection to Printer
Test Results

All of the printer tests will complete with a test result display as shown below. The test result display remains until the EXIT key is pressed. Lines 1 and 2 will change with each test result display.

PRINTER TEST RESULTS

TEST 1 - New line/End of Message

CONTROLLER ADDRESS:  
DEVICE ADDRESS:  

OPERATION SUCCESSFUL.

Exam  Exec  Print
Data   Test   Scrn

Figure 6-5. Printer Test Results
If the test fails, an error message will be shown on the display. An explanation of the error messages can be found in Appendix A.

<Examine Data> Softkey

Both the "status" tests allow the user to utilize the Examine Data function of the HP 4952A to view the actual "data" for detailed analysis. The data is shown in two formats:

- A "Two line" format for the BSC application (see Section 7).
- An "SDLC Frame & Format" for the SNA application (see Section 7).

<Exec Test> Softkey

This key allows the test just executed to be re-run.

<Print Scrn> Softkey

This softkey allows the printout of the current display to be printed on the printer as specified in the 'Print Screen Setup Menu'.

Printer tests 6-8
General Tests

The <General Tests> menus are designed to poll the status of controllers and devices connected to the "3270" network tester or poll and identify each device connected to a specific controller for installation.

NOTE

The data communications parameters, "3270" device response timeout, and the printout of test results are controlled by the <Setup Tests/Print> menus and should be set before tests are attempted.

The General Tests menu has three available tests:

- Read Controller Status
- Read Device Status
- Looping Device Scan

Using the General Tests Menu

This menu is accessed from the main "3270 Menu" by the <3270 Tests Gen> softkey. The menu is displayed on the next page.
**Test 1.** READ CONTROLLER STATUS
(Gen er al Poll)

**Test 2.** READ DEVICE STATUS
(Spec ific Poll)

**Test 3.** LOOPING DEVICE SCAN
(Mess age to de vice)

**Controller Address:** $c_1$
**Device Address:** $c_2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Addr</th>
<th>Scan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Text</td>
<td>Addr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7-1. General Tests Menu

**General Tests Menu**

The first step in performing this test is to select a controller and device for the test to be performed on. This selection is done in the Controller and Device Address fields at the lower portion of the screen. Use the cursor arrow keys or the RTN key to scroll to the appropriate field for the selection of an address. The address is input to the field through the use of the HP 4952A keyboard.
The addresses can be viewed in Hexadecimal or in a Text mode by utilizing the `<Addr Text> / <Addr Hex>` softkey. This softkey affects both the controller and device address and is a 'toggle' function. The address must be set before any tests are selected by softkey or the default address will be selected and the test performed on the default controller and device.

Once the controller and device address have been chosen, one of the three General tests can be selected. All are intended to aid testing of the correct function of a device connected to a "3270" network. The Looping Scan test is intended for installation aid and troubleshooting.

**<Scan Address Menu> Use**

If the address of the device to be tested is not known, the active devices of a particular controller or the active controllers on a network can be scanned and displayed using the "Scan Menus". See Section 4 page 4-8 if you need more information on the use of this test.
Read Controller Status

The Read Controller Status test allows you to poll a specific controller for its status. The Address must be selected. Next, press the <Test 1> key to select this test. Note the menu does not change while the test is running. The only noticeable difference is an inverse blinking video display at the lower portion of the menu with the text 'running' in it. When the test is finished a test result display is placed on the screen with the results of the test. This is shown in the following display.

![General Test Results]

**Figure 7-2. Read Controller Status Test Results**
If the test fails, an error message is shown on the display. An explanation of the error messages can be found in Appendix A.

Read Device Status

This test allows you to poll a specific device for its status. The Address must be selected. Next, press the <Test 2> key to select this test. Note the menu does not change while the test is running. One difference is an inverse blinking video display at the lower portion of the menu with the text 'running' in it. When the test is finished a test result is displayed.

General Test Results

TEST 1 - READ DEVICE STATUS

CONTROLLER ADDRESS: 40
DEVICE ADDRESS: 40

Operation Aborted

Ex a m  E x e c  P r i n t
D a t a  T e s t  S c r n

Figure 7-3. Read Device Status Test Results
If the test fails, an error message is shown on the display. An explanation of the error messages can be found in Appendix A.

<Exec Test> Softkey

This key allows the test just executed to be re-run.

<Print Scrn> Softkey

This softkey allows the printout of the current display to the printer defined in the 'Print Screen Setup Menu'.

<Examine Data> Softkey

Both the Read Controller and Read Device status tests allow the user to select the Examine Data function of the HP 4952A to view the actual data for detailed analysis. The data is shown in two formats:

A "Two line" format for the BSC application.

A "SDLC Frame & Format" for the SNA application.

Two Line Examine Data Display

The Two Line data display format is in alternating inverse and regular video lines. The top (regular video) line is the DTE data as taken from the line. The second line (inverse video) is the DCE data. Note how the DTE data ends on one line and the DCE data begins on the line immediately below. This shows the half-duplex characteristic of the BSC protocol.

SDLC Frame and Format Examine Data Display

After the test is finished, access the Examine Data Menu and the frame information is decoded. Note that at the top of the Examine Data display, up to 57 data characters can be shown.
ADDRESS  Hex address of the secondary channel.

TYPE    Identifies the type of frame from the Control Field.

N(S)    Send Sequence Number of the frame. Normally modulo 8.

P/F    Poll/Final Bit. In the command mode this bit is a P-bit and is normally "0". If the primary requires an immediate response from the secondary, it sets the P-bit to a "1". The subsequent response is identified, since the Final bit is set to a "1".

N(R)    Receive Sequence Number of the frame. Normally modulo 8.

Data    Displays the first nine characters of the information field.

FCS    Indicates the status of the Frame Check Sequence (CRC-CCITT) as either good (GG), bad (BB), or indicates an aborted frame (AA).

**Looping Device Scan**

This test verifies all devices connected to a specific controller in a "3270" network. The test involves specifying a controller in the general tests menu and then polling all the devices connected to that controller by writing the controller and specific device address to the particular device being polled. This allows you to identify which device is connected to which output of the controller. The poll will be performed on all devices connected to the controller selected in the Controller Address field of the 'General Tests Menu'. Pressing the <Test 3> softkey produces the printout/display on each device similar to the one shown below (The poll message is configured for an 80 column by 24 line output device.)
The HP 4952A display should change to a display as shown below.

**LOOPING SCAN TEST**

Press EXIT Key to stop test.
Currently Polling Device:
Scanning

A possible connection to the network is shown in Figure 7-4.

**Figure 7-4. Connection to the "3270" Network**
Once the display is printed on the polled device, the test has begun. The message shown is the only text that should be printed on each device, and all the devices connected to the controller being tested are displaying the same message with different addresses. One way of checking each display would be a screen print of the 'Scan Address' results for that particular controller done previously and sent to a printer on the network or to the HP 4952A.

This test will continue to run until the EXIT key on the HP 4952A keyboard is pressed. This means once the test is started it continues running until it is manually stopped.
## Error Messages

### Bad Data Transfer (BSC only)

**Cause**
A message received from the polled device indicating that the last block of data sent by the "3270" tester had a good BCC, but contained unrecognized commands.

**Action**
Make sure that the test is proper for the device. For example, DISPLAY tests should only be run on displays and PRINTER tests should only be performed on printers.

### Corrupt Data Received

**Cause**
The polled device returned a data block with a bad BCC/FCS.

**Action**
Re-run the test. If problem persists, most likely a modem problem. Run self tests on both local and remote modems. If this is not the problem, check digital transmission facility with BERT capability.

### Device Busy (BSC only)

**Cause**
A message received from the polled device indicating the device was busy and not available.
Device Not Available

Cause   Device not powered on.
Action  Check power to device.

Cause   Test/Normal switch set to Test mode.
Action  Set Test/Normal switch to normal.

Cause   The device address field in the "3270" tester is selected to a port that doesn’t have an attached device.
Action  Run ‘LOOPING DEVICE SCAN’ to verify which port the device under test is connected, then put this value into the device address field.

NAK Received (BSC only)

Cause   Attempted seven times to transmit a message and the 3270 Negatively Acknowledged it each time.
Action  Most likely a faulty or misconfigured modem. Run self tests on both local and remote modems. If this is not the problem, check digital transmission with BERT capability.
No DTR/DSR

**Cause**  
Controller or modem is not powered on.

**Action**  
Make sure the power is on.

**Cause**  
Bad physical connections.

**Action**  
Make sure the interface pod cable is firmly attached to both the HP 4951 and the interface pod. Make sure the connector from the controller or modem is securely attached to the "3270" tester.

**Cause**  
Tests 'Setup Menu' not configured properly.

**Action**  
See "Test Setup Menu" in Section 4.

---

No Pod Attached

**Cause**  
No interface pod was found when the test was executed.

**Action**  
Make sure the interface pod cable is firmly attached to both the HP 4951 and the interface pod, and recycle the power to the instrument. You then have to re-load the application.

---

No Response

**Cause**  
Controller Address field does not contain the address of an active controller.
Action Use "Scan Addr" to identify and select an active controller to test.

Cause Improper protocol selected.

Action If BSC protocol, use BSC_3270 application.
If SNA protocol, use SNA_3270 application.

Cause Tests 'Setup Menu' not configured properly.

Action See "Test Setup Menu" in Section 4.

Operation Aborted

Cause User of the "3270" tester has pressed the EXIT key during the execution of a test.

Action User Aborted, re-run test.

Printer Paper or Cover (BSC only)

Cause A message from the polled printer indicating a printer error. The printer is not available.

Action Make sure paper is in the printer and the cover is firmly on.
Receiver Overrun

**Cause** Characters are being received too quickly.

**Action** The device under test is providing a clock greater than 19.2 kbps. The tester will not operate under these conditions.

---

Unexpected Results

**Cause** The response from the "3270" device/controller was not expected.

**Action** Re-run the test. If the test continually fails, there could be a protocol problem.

---
Duplicating the Master Disc

Format a Blank Disc

1. Locate a blank disc and affix a label to it (One blank disc is supplied with the application. A box of ten can be ordered - HP 92192A).

2. Be sure the write-protect tab is pushed in the direction so it will be visible from the front of the disc; otherwise, you will get a write protected error when you attempt to store a file. Insert the disc as shown in Figure B-1.


4. Press the <Format> softkey.

5. Press <Execute>.

6. When the disc activity is done, remove the formatted disc.
Copy the Master Disc

The master disc contains the "3270" application programs. Each is for a different data code and/or protocol.

It is recommended to copy all of the application programs so the master disc is not used as a training disc or as a normal "working disc" which might allow an application to be inadvertently deleted or copied over.

Copying the "3270" Software Applications

1. Press <Load>.

2. Type in the name of the application you want to copy and press <execute>. When the disc activity stops, press the EXIT key.

3. Remove the master disc and insert the formatted working disc into the disc drive.

4. Press <Store>. Type in a new name if desired (AUTOAPPLIIC can be used if you want this application to automatically load every time you insert the disc). Then move the cursor to the comment line and enter SNA_3270, WORKING COPY, or a similar comment which is descriptive of the application you are copying.
5. Press <Execute>. When the disc activity stops, press <EXIT> to return to the top level menu.

6. Repeat steps 1-5 for any other applications that you want to copy (Note only one AUTOAPPLIIC file is allowed per disc).
## Index

**A**
- `<Addr Text>` softkey
  - 4-7,5-2,
  - 6-3,7-3
- `<Addr Hex>` softkey
  - 4-9,5-2,
  - 6-3,7-3
- alignment pattern
  - 5-7
- alpha mode
  - 5-4
- applications
  - 1-2,3-1
- autoapplic
  - B-2

**B**
- bits/sec
  - 4-3

**C**
- catalog,mass storage
  - 2-3
- copying,applications
  - B-2
- control key response
  - 5-8
- `<Ctrl>` softkey
  - 4-3
- controller address
  - 4-9

**D**
- data code
  - 4-3
- device address field
  - 4-9
- directory,mass storage
  - 2-3
- disc,blank
  - 1-2,B-1
- disc,master
  - 1-2,B-2
E
end of message test 6-3
equipment supplied 1-2
<Exam Data> softkey 5-10, 6-8, 7-6
<Exec Test> softkey 5-11, 6-8, 7-6
exercise attributes test 5-3
EXIT key 2-2, 7-9, B-2

F
FEP 3-1
features 1-5
format a disc B-1
frame & format display 5-10, 6-8, 7-6
<full scan> softkey 4-9

G
<General Tests> 7-1
General Tests Menu 7-2

H
highlight mode/field 5-4

I
installation 3-5

L
<Load> softkey 2-4
looping device scan test 7-7
M
maintenance 3-4
mode 4-3
memory requirements 1-6
menu figure 4-1

N
new line/end-of-message test 6-3
non-display mode/field 5-4
<NRZI> softkey 4-3
numeric mode/field 5-4

P
PA key 5-8
PF key 5-8
parity 4-7
<part scan> softkey 4-9
pod,connecting 2-1
power 2-1
<print menu> softkey same as 4-9,5-11,
<print scrn> softkey 6-8,7-6
print screen setup menu 4-4
printer tests menu 6-2
protected mode/field 5-4
protocols 1-6

R
read controller status 7-4
read device status 7-5
repair 3-4
reset key 5-9
response timeout 4-3
S
<Scan Addrs> softkey 4-7,4-8,
5-3,5-6,5-3,7-3
<Scan Ctrl/Dev> softkey 4-7
<Setup Tests> softkey 2-6,4-2
<Setup Print> softkey 2-6
<3270 Tests Disp> Softkey 2-6
<3270 Tests Prt> Softkey 2-6
<3270 Tests Gen> Softkey 2-6
specifications, 1-6
stairstep, 81 character 5-4,6-5

T
test results 5-9,6-7
<test 1> softkey 5-3,6-3,7-4
<test 2> softkey 5-4,6-5,7-5
<test 3> softkey 5-7,7-7
<test 4> softkey 5-8
turning on 2-2
top level menu 2-2
two line display 5-10,6-8,7-6

W
working copy 2-3,b-2

Softkeys
<3270> softkey 2-5
<3270 Tests Disp> Softkey 2-6
<3270 Tests Prt> Softkey 2-6
<3270 Tests Gen> Softkey 2-6
<4952> softkey 4-5

<Addr Text> softkey 4-7,5-2,
6-3,7-3
<Addr Hex> softkey 4-9,5-2,
6-3,7-3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Softkey</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Ctrl&gt;</td>
<td>4-2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Exam Data&gt;</td>
<td>5-10,2-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Exec Test&gt;</td>
<td>6-8,7-6,5-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Full Scan&gt;</td>
<td>4-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;General Tests&gt;</td>
<td>7-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Load&gt;</td>
<td>2-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Modem&gt;</td>
<td>4-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;None&gt;</td>
<td>4-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;NRZI&gt;</td>
<td>4-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Part Scan&gt;</td>
<td>4-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Print Menu&gt;</td>
<td>4-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Print Scrn&gt;</td>
<td>5-11,6-8,7-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Scan Addrs&gt;</td>
<td>4-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Scan Ctrl/Dev&gt;</td>
<td>5-3,6-3,7-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Setup Tests&gt;</td>
<td>4-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Setup Print&gt;</td>
<td>2-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Test 1&gt;</td>
<td>5-3,6-3,7-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Test 2&gt;</td>
<td>5-4,6-5,7-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Test 3&gt;</td>
<td>5-7,7-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Test 4&gt;</td>
<td>5-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Tel: (416) 682-6400
Fax: (416) 678-9421

EASTERN EUROPE
Hewlett-Packard Ges.m.b.h.
Liebigasse 1
P.O. Box 72
A-2122 VIENNA, Austria
Tel: (222) 2500
Telex: 1:3 4425 HEPA-9

NORTHERN EUROPE
Hewlett-Packard S.A.
V. D. Hoogstraat 241
P.O. Box 999
N-L 118 LNS 15 AMSTELVEEN
The Netherlands
Tel: 20 5479999
Telex: 18919 HPNER

SOUTH EAST EUROPE
Hewlett-Packard S.A.
World Trade Center
110 Avenue Louise-Cassai
1215 Coiretin, GENEVA, Switzerland
Tel: (022) 98 96 51
Teles: 27225 hpner
Mail Address:
P.O. Box
CH-1217 Meyrin 1
GENEVA
Switzerland

MIDDLE EAST
Hewlett-Packard S.A.
International Sales Branch
Middle East/Africa
7, rue du Bois-du-Lan
P.O. Box 684
CH-1217 Meyrin 1
GENEVA
Switzerland
Tel: (41/22) 780 7111
Fax: 783 7355

OTHER INTERNATIONAL AREAS
Hewlett-Packard Co.
Contiguous Southern Headquarters
3495 Deer Creek Road
PALO ALTO, CA 94304
Tel: (415) 857-9027
Fax: 034-8300
Cable: Hewpack

Hewlett-Packard Trading S.A.
Bureau de Liaison/Bureau de Sportun
Villa des Lions
9, Hoi Gallay
DZ-BORDJ EL BAHRI
Tel: 76 02 07
Fax: 281 0387

ANGOLA
Teleport Angola LDA
Empresa Tecnica de Equipamentos
16 rue Cons. Julio de Vilema
LUANDA
Tel: 35515.3551
Telex: 3134

ARGENTINA
Hewlett-Packard Argentina S.A.
Montevideo 2140/50
1428 BUENOS AIRES
Tel: (54/1) 781 4059
(54/1) 781-4690
Laboratorio Rodriguez
Cortesw S.R.L.
Malones, 1156 - 1876
Bernal, Oeste
BUENOS AIRES
Tel: 252-3958, 252-4991
Argentina Escuo S.R.L.
A/ASCO 2328
1416 BUENOS AIRES
Tel: 54-1-59-1831, 54-1-59-2676
Telex: 22796 HEW-PAC-AR

AUSTRALIA
Customer Information Centre
Tel: (08) 303821

ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA OFFICE
Hewlett-Packard Australia Ltd.
PARKSIDE, S.A. 5063
153 Greenhill Road
ADELAIDE (Parkside) Sales
Tel: (61/3) 272-5911
Fax: (61/3) 373-1395

Brisbane, Queensland
Hewlett-Packard Australia Ltd.
The Gap, Queensland 4061
Tel: 61-7-300-4133
Telex: 42133
Cable: HEWPARD Brisbane

Canberra, Australia
Hewlett-Packard Australia Ltd.
Thyens Street, Fern Hill Park
BRUCE, A.C.T. 2617
P.O. Box 257.
JAMISON, A.C.T. 2614
10 Payne Road
THE GAP, Queensland 4061
Tel: 61-9-61-9999
Fax: 62660
Cable: HEWPARD Canberra

Melbourne, Victoria
Hewlett-Packard Australia Ltd.
3/41 Joseph Street
P.O. Box 221
BLACKBURN, Victoria 3130
Tel: (61/3) 895-2895
Fax: (61/3) 898-7811
Cable: HEWPARD Melbourne

Perth, Western Australia
Office
Hewlett-Packard Australia Ltd.
Herdsman Business Park
Cnr. Hasler & Guild Sts.
Osborne Park
CLAREMON, W.A. 6017
Tel: (61/9) 242-1141
Fax: (61/9) 242-1662
Cable: HEWPARD Perth

Sydney, New South Wales
Office
Hewlett-Packard Australia Ltd.
17-23 Tates Road
P.O. Box 305
NORTH RYDE, N.S.W. 2113
Sydney, Australia
Tel: (61/2) 888-4444
Fax: (61/2) 888-9072
Cable: HEWPARD Sydney

AUSTRIA
Hewlett-Packard GmbH
Verkaufsvertrieb Graz
Gottmehlfurststrasse 94
A-9052 GRAZ
Tel: 43-31-241-203-560
Telex: 312375
Fax: 61/2222 2500 Ext. 444

BAHRAIN
Modern Electronic
Establishment
Hewlett-Packard Division
P.O. Box 22015
MANAMA
Fax: 368541

BRUNEI
Komputer Wismun Sdn Bhd
66, Chandrawashe Cmplx,
Jalan Tutong
P.O. Box 1297
Bandar Seri Begawan,
BRUNEI
Fax: (6916) 781 4059

BULGARIA
Hewlett-Packard Bulgaria
P.O. Box 945
P.O. Box 22015
W.A. 6017

BELGIUM
Hewlett-Packard Belgium S.A./N.V.
Bvd de la Woluwe, 100
Woluwadel
1200 BRUSSELS
Tel: (32/2) 761.33.11
Fax: (32/2) 761-06.13

CAMEROON
R.T.I.
175 Rue Blomet
75015 PARIS
France
Tel: (1) 45 31 0906
Telex: 203376
Fax: (1) 45 31 09 18

BOLIVIA
Aureofino Ltda.
Av. 20 de Octubre #2125
Casilla 1383
BOLIVIA
Tel: 5-8487777
Siler Ltda. (Sistemas de Importacion y Servicios Ltda.)
Gabriel Gonzalez 221
Casilla 4084
BOLIVIA
Tel: (55/21) 3409621
530365/034254
Fax: 35-9368

CAMEROON
R.T.I.
175 Rue Blomet
75015 PARIS
France
Tel: (1) 45 31 0906
Telex: 203376
Fax: (1) 45 31 09 18

CANADA
Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd.
3000 3rd Avenue N.E.
CALGARY, Alberta T2A 617
Tel: (1/403) 235-3100
Fax: (1/403) 272-2299

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd.
1120-176th Street
EDMONTON, Alberta T5S 1P2
Tel: (1/403) 498-8666
Fax: (1/403) 498-8764
SALES OFFICES
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CANADA (Cont'd)

British Columbia
Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd. 10691 Shellbridge Way RICHMOND, British Columbia V6X 2W8 Tel: (604) 270-2277 Fax: (604) 270-0859

Manitoba
Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd. 1425 loksler Blvd WINNIPEG, Manitoba R2X 1R3 Tel: (204) 694-2777

New Brunswick
Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd. 814 Main Street MONCTON, New Brunswick E1C 1E6 Tel: (506) 855-2841

Nova Scotia
Telephone: (902) 757-1011 Route de Micy

British Columbia
Ricardo Borzutsky 2, Sikellanou SI. & Kifissias Av. 175 rue Biomet

Chemin du Vieux Chene

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) ltd. 3400 BIRKEROED

Tel: (45/42) 816640

Fax: (45/42) 815810

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Lid. Tel: (852/5) 848 7777 DEMSTAA Ltd. Hewlett-Packard Oy Tel: 38-43-93-56

Fax: {1/604) 270-0859 Telex: 224903 44470 CARQUEFOU (Nantes)

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd. Tel: 45·06· 17 -6000 Rue Berthelot 35000 R£NNES

LONDON, Ontario N6E 2S5 Carrerra 4A No. 52A-26 All-EN-PROVENCE Telex: 740912F 6677 Goreway Drive Cable: AAAIS Bogota SANTO DOMINGO F-93420 Villepinte

552 Newbold S1reel H. A. Langebaek & Kier S.A. Telex: 37409 hpas dk 13763 Les Milles Cedex Tel: 99-51-42·44

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd. Instrumentaci6n Tel: 45·06· 17 -6000 Rue Berthelot 35000 R£NNES

ONTARIO

LONDON, Ontario N6E 2S5 Tel: (1/613) 820-6483 Tel: (1) 657/300 y Belgica 69131 ECULLY Cedex (Lyon) Hewlett-Packard France

Arranged alphabetically by country (cont'd)

SALES OFFICES

CABLES & SUBCABLES

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd. lnstrumentaci6n Tel: 45·06· 17 -6000 Rue Berthelot 35000 R£NNES

LONDON, Ontario N6E 2S5 Carrerra 4A No. 52A-26 All-EN-PROVENCE Telex: 740912F 6677 Goreway Drive Cable: AAAIS Bogota SANTO DOMINGO F-93420 Villepinte

552 Newbold S1reel H. A. Langebaek & Kier S.A. Telex: 37409 hpas dk 13763 Les Milles Cedex Tel: 99-51-42·44

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd. Instrumentaci6n Tel: 45·06· 17 -6000 Rue Berthelot 35000 R£NNES

LONDON, Ontario N6E 2S5 Carrerra 4A No. 52A-26 All-EN-PROVENCE Telex: 740912F 6677 Goreway Drive Cable: AAAIS Bogota SANTO DOMINGO F-93420 Villepinte

552 Newbold S1reel H. A. Langebaek & Kier S.A. Telex: 37409 hpas dk 13763 Les Milles Cedex Tel: 99-51-42·44

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd. Instrumentaci6n Tel: 45·06· 17 -6000 Rue Berthelot 35000 R£NNES

LONDON, Ontario N6E 2S5 Carrerra 4A No. 52A-26 All-EN-PROVENCE Telex: 740912F 6677 Goreway Drive Cable: AAAIS Bogota SANTO DOMINGO F-93420 Villepinte

552 Newbold S1reel H. A. Langebaek & Kier S.A. Telex: 37409 hpas dk 13763 Les Milles Cedex Tel: 99-51-42·44

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd. Instrumentaci6n Tel: 45·06· 17 -6000 Rue Berthelot 35000 R£NNES

LONDON, Ontario N6E 2S5 Carrerra 4A No. 52A-26 All-EN-PROVENCE Telex: 740912F 6677 Goreway Drive Cable: AAAIS Bogota SANTO DOMINGO F-93420 Villepinte

552 Newbold S1reel H. A. Langebaek & Kier S.A. Telex: 37409 hpas dk 13763 Les Milles Cedex Tel: 99-51-42·44

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd. Instrumentaci6n Tel: 45·06· 17 -6000 Rue Berthelot 35000 R£NNES

LONDON, Ontario N6E 2S5 Carrerra 4A No. 52A-26 All-EN-PROVENCE Telex: 740912F 6677 Goreway Drive Cable: AAAIS Bogota SANTO DOMINGO F-93420 Villepinte

552 Newbold S1reel H. A. Langebaek & Kier S.A. Telex: 37409 hpas dk 13763 Les Milles Cedex Tel: 99-51-42·44

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd. Instrumentaci6n Tel: 45·06· 17 -6000 Rue Berthelot 35000 R£NNES

LONDON, Ontario N6E 2S5 Carrerra 4A No. 52A-26 All-EN-PROVENCE Telex: 740912F 6677 Goreway Drive Cable: AAAIS Bogota SANTO DOMINGO F-93420 Villepinte

552 Newbold S1reel H. A. Langebaek & Kier S.A. Telex: 37409 hpas dk 13763 Les Milles Cedex Tel: 99-51-42·44

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd. Instrumentaci6n Tel: 45·06· 17 -6000 Rue Berthelot 35000 R£NNES

LONDON, Ontario N6E 2S5 Carrerra 4A No. 52A-26 All-EN-PROVENCE Telex: 740912F 6677 Goreway Drive Cable: AAAIS Bogota SANTO DOMINGO F-93420 Villepinte

552 Newbold S1reel H. A. Langebaek & Kier S.A. Telex: 37409 hpas dk 13763 Les Milles Cedex Tel: 99-51-42·44

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd. Instrumentaci6n Tel: 45·06· 17 -6000 Rue Berthelot 35000 R£NNES

LONDON, Ontario N6E 2S5 Carrerra 4A No. 52A-26 All-EN-PROVENCE Telex: 740912F 6677 Goreway Drive Cable: AAAIS Bogota SANTO DOMINGO F-93420 Villepinte

552 Newbold S1reel H. A. Langebaek & Kier S.A. Telex: 37409 hpas dk 13763 Les Milles Cedex Tel: 99-51-42·44

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd. Instrumentaci6n Tel: 45·06· 17 -6000 Rue Berthelot 35000 R£NNES

LONDON, Ontario N6E 2S5 Carrerra 4A No. 52A-26 All-EN-PROVENCE Telex: 740912F 6677 Goreway Drive Cable: AAAIS Bogota SANTO DOMINGO F-93420 Villepinte

552 Newbold S1reel H. A. Langebaek & Kier S.A. Telex: 37409 hpas dk 13763 Les Milles Cedex Tel: 99-51-42·44

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd. Instrumentaci6n Tel: 45·06· 17 -6000 Rue Berthelot 35000 R£NNES

LONDON, Ontario N6E 2S5 Carrerra 4A No. 52A-26 All-EN-PROVENCE Telex: 740912F 6677 Goreway Drive Cable: AAAIS Bogota SANTO DOMINGO F-93420 Villepinte

552 Newbold S1reel H. A. Langebaek & Kier S.A. Telex: 37409 hpas dk 13763 Les Milles Cedex Tel: 99-51-42·44

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd. Instrumentaci6n Tel: 45·06· 17 -6000 Rue Berthelot 35000 R£NNES

LONDON, Ontario N6E 2S5 Carrerra 4A No. 52A-26 All-EN-PROVENCE Telex: 740912F 6677 Goreway Drive Cable: AAAIS Bogota SANTO DOMINGO F-93420 Villepinte

552 Newbold S1reel H. A. Langebaek & Kier S.A. Telex: 37409 hpas dk 13763 Les Milles Cedex Tel: 99-51-42·44

Hewlett-Packard (Canada) Ltd. Instrumentaci6n Tel: 45·06· 17 -6000 Rue Berthelot 35000 R£NNES

LONDON, Ontario N6E 2S5 Carrerra 4A No. 52A-26 All-EN-PROVENCE Telex: 740912F 6677 Goreway Drive
**SALES OFFICES**

Arranged alphabetically by country (cont’d)

**ITALY (Cont’d)**

- Hewlett-Packard Italiana Spa
  Corso Sveziera 185
  10149 TORINO
  Tel: 011/744044
  Fax: 011/7701015

**IVORY COAST**

Ste-Hirondelle des Techniques de l’Informatique
Immeuble C.N.A. - 5e etage
Avenue General de Gaulle
P.O. Box 161
ABIDJAN 01
Tel: 32 12 27
Telex: 22149

Engineering Business Concept (E.B.C.)
Angle Avenue J. Anoma et Bd. Republique
8 B.P. 232 ABIDJAN 08
Tel: 32 50 24, 41 48 70
Fax: 35 77 80

**JAPAN**

Yokogawa-Hewlett-Packard Ltd.
Nihon-Seimei Akita 50350
Tel: (81/3) 348-4611
Fax: (81/3) 556-0896

Yokogawa-Hewlett-Packard Ltd.
Nihon-Seimei Bldg.
2-4-7 Naka-dori, 4-chome
AKITA, 010
Tel: (81/188) 36-5021

**KOREA**

Yokogawa-Hewlett-Packard Ltd.
Nihon-Danta-Seisi-Koryo Bldg.
2-1-10 Toramaru-Cho,
Koryo, Koryo FUKUSHIMA, 963
Tel: (82/4) 784-4666, 784-2666
Fax: (82/4) 784-7084

Yokogawa-Hewlett-Packard Ltd.
Nihon-Danta-Seisi-Koryo Bldg.
2-1-10 Toramaru-Cho,
Koryo, Koryo FUKUSHIMA, 963
Tel: (82/4) 784-4666, 784-2666
Fax: (82/4) 784-7084

**MALAYSIA**

Hewlett-Packard Sales (Malaysia) Bhd.
9th Floor
Chung Khai Bank Building
46, Jalan Raja Laut
50350 KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA
Tel: (60/3) 288-6555
Fax: (60/3) 291-5496

Protel Engineering P.S Box 1917
Lot 6624, Section 64
23/4 Pending Road
Kuching, SARAWAK
Tel: 36299

**MEXICO**

Hewlett-Packard de Mexico, S.A. de C.V.
27010 TORREON, COA.
Tel: (52/171) 8 22 01

**NETHERLANDS**

Hewlett-Packard Nederland
Startbaan 16
1187 XR AMSTELVEEN
Tel: (31/20) 5478911
Fax: (31/20) 47 1825

**NORTH AFRICA**

Hewlett-Packard de Mexico, S.A. de C.V.
Condominio Loma Bonita 45060
QUADALAJARA, Jalisco
Tel: (52/3) 31 46 00
Telex: 0684 186 ECOM

Hewlett-Packard de Mexico, S.A. de C.V.
Monte Pelvoux No. 111
Lomas de Chapultepec
11000 MEXICO, D.F.
Tel: (52/5) 369-62 02 (Ext 3231)

**PARIS**

Yokogawa-Hewlett-Packard Ltd.
175, Rue Biomet Condominio Kadereyta
75015 PARIS
Telex: 276584
Fax: 45 31 09 06

**SALES OFFICES**

Arranged alphabetically by country (cont’d)
### SALES OFFICES
Arranged alphabetically by country (cont’d)

#### TAIWAN (Cont’d)
- **Hewlett-Packard Taiwan Ltd.**
  - **Taihong Office**
  - **5F, 146, Chung Hsiao 1st Road, Kaohsiung**
  - **Tel:** (04) 254-1201
- **Hewlett-Packard Taiwan Ltd.**
  - **Kaohsiung Office**
  - **1F, 456, Chung Hsiao 1st Road, Kaohsiung**
  - **Tel:** (07) 241-2318

#### TANZANIA
- **Adcom Ltd.**
  - **Kenya**
  - **P.O. Box 30070**
  - **Nairobi**
  - **Tel:** 31 19 55
  - **Tel:** 2303 6792

#### THAILAND
- **Unimesa Co. Ltd.**
  - **2540 Sukumvit Avenue**
  - **Bangna**
  - **BANGKOK 10260**
  - **Tel:** 663-984-6953
  - **Telex:** 84439 Simoco TH
  - **Cable:** UNIMESA Bangkok

#### TOGO
- **S.I.T.E.L.**
  - **Immeuble le General**
  - **Avenue General de Gaulle**
  - **P.O. Box 161**
  - **Lome**
  - **Tel:** 23 41-88
  - **Tel:** 5537

#### TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
- **Caribbean Telecoms Ltd.**
  - **Corner McCaster Street & Eastern Main Road, Laventille**
  - **P.O. Box 73**
  - **PORT-OF-Spain**
  - **Tel:** 624-4132
  - **Telex:** 339105 CARTEL W.G.

#### UNITED KINGDOM
- **E.M.A.**
  - **Medina Eldem Sokak No. 41/6**
  - **Yenehsehir**
  - **ANAKARA**
  - **Tel:** 131 3564, 131 9375
  - **Cable:** EMATRADER ANAKARA

#### UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
- **Emirac Ltd.**
  - **P.O. Box 1641**
  - **Sharjah**
  - **Tel:** 591189
  - **Telex:** 48701 EMIRAC EM
  - **Cable:** EMIRAC SHARJAH

#### UNITED KINGDOM
- **Hewlett-Packard Ltd.**
  - **Customer Sales & Support**
  - **Building 1, Filton Road**
  - **Stoke Gifford**
  - **BRISTOL, BS12 6GZ**

#### NORTHERN IRELAND
- **Hewlett-Packard (Ireland) Ltd.**
  - **Carrickfergus Industrial Centre**
  - **75 Belfast Road, Carrickfergus**
  - **Co. ANTHOY BT36 8PM**
  - **Tel:** 09001 67333

#### CALIFORNIA
- **Hewlett-Packard Co.**
  - **26701 W. Argoura Rd.**
  - **CALABASAS, CA 91302**
  - **Tel:** (818) 680-3400
  - **Fax:** (818) 680-3437

---

### Further entries:
- **Kenya Sistemleri A.S.**
- **Hewlett-Packard Co.**
- **UNITED STATES**
- **TAIWAN**
- **TURKEY**
- **SALES OFFICES**
- **THAILAND**
- **TANZANIA**
- **TOGO**
- **TRINIDAD & TOBAGO**
- **UNITED KINGDOM**
- **NORTHERN IRELAND**
- **CALIFORNIA**
- **Further details available in the primary document.
SALES OFFICES
Arranged alphabetically by country (cont’d)

UNITED STATES (Cont’d)

Hewlett-Packard Co.
Moutonoff West Ave.
Copley, OH 44321
Tel: (216) 666-7711
Fax: (216) 666-6054
Hewlett-Packard Co.
7887 Washington Village Dr.
Dayton, OH 45459
Tel: (513) 433-2223
Fax: (513) 433-8633
Hewlett-Packard Co.
9080 Springboro Pike
Miamisburg, OH 45342
Tel: (513) 433-2223
Fax: (513) 433-3633
Hewlett-Packard Co.
15885 Sprague Road
Strongsville, OH 44136
Tel: (216) 243-7300
Fax: (216) 234-7230
Hewlett-Packard Co.
One Maritime Place, 5th Floor
720 Water Street
Toledo, OH 43604
Tel: (419) 242-2200
Fax: (419) 241-7655
Hewlett-Packard Co.
675 Brookside Blvd.
Westerville, OH 43081
Tel: (614) 851-3344
Fax: (614) 891-1476

Oklahoma

Hewlett-Packard Co.
3525 N.W. 56th St.
Suite C-100
Oklahoma City, OK 73121
Tel: (405) 946-9499
Fax: (405) 942-2127

Tulsa, OK 74126
Tel: (918) 481-6700
Fax: (918) 481-2250

Oregon

Hewlett-Packard Co.
9355 S.W. Pioneer Court
Wilsonville, OR 97070
Tel: (503) 662-8000
Fax: (503) 662-6155

Pennsylvania

Hewlett-Packard Co.
Heatherwood Industrial Park
50 Dorchester Rd.
P.O. Box 6080
Harrisburg, PA 17112
Tel: (717) 657-5900
Fax: (717) 657-5946

Hewlett-Packard Co.
111 Zeta Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15238
Tel: (412) 782-0400
Fax: (412) 963-1300

Hewlett-Packard Co.
2750 Monroe Boulevard
Valley Forge, PA 19482
Tel: (215) 666-9000
Fax: (215) 666-2034

South Carolina

Hewlett-Packard Co.
Brookside Park, Suite 122
1 Harbison Way
Columbia, SC 29212
Tel: (803) 732-6400
Fax: (803) 732-4567

Hewlett-Packard Co.
545 N. Pleasantburg Dr.
Suite 100
Greenville, SC 29607
Tel: (803) 232-8002
Fax: (803) 232-8739

Tennessee

Hewlett-Packard Co.
One Energy Center Suite 200
Pellissippi Pkwy.
Knoxville, TN 37932
Tel: (865) 666-4734
Fax: (865) 968-8147

Hewlett-Packard Co.
889 Ridge Lake Blvd.,
Suite 100
Memphis, TN 38119
Tel: (901) 763-4747
Fax: (901) 762-9723

Hewlett-Packard Co.
44 Vantage Way,
Suite 160
Nashville, TN 37228
Tel: (615) 225-2127
Fax: (615) 226-2310

Texas

Hewlett-Packard Co.
9500 Capital of Texas Highway, North
#290
Austin, TX 78759
Tel: (512) 345-3655
Fax: (512) 338-7201
Mailing Address
PO Box 9431
Austin, TX 78784-9430

Hewlett-Packard Co.
5700 Cimino Dr.
El Paso, TX 79912
Tel: (915) 833-4400
Fax: (915) 581-8997

Hewlett-Packard Co.
10535 Harwin Drive
Houston, TX 77036
Tel: (713) 776-6400
Fax: (713) 776-6495

Hewlett-Packard Co.
3301 West Royal Lane
Irving, TX 75063
Tel: (214) 899-3377
Fax: (214) 830-8951

Hewlett-Packard Co.
109 E. Toronto, Suite 100
McAllen, TX 78503
Tel: (512) 830-3030
Fax: (512) 830-1355

Hewlett-Packard Co.
930 E. Campbell Rd.
Richardson, TX 75081
Tel: (214) 237-6911
Fax: (214) 699-4337

Hewlett-Packard Co.
14100 San Pedro Ave., Suite 100
San Antonio, TX 78232
Tel: (210) 494-9336
Fax: (210) 491-1299

Utah

Hewlett-Packard Co.
3350 W. 2100 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84119
Tel: (801) 974-1700
Fax: (801) 974-1787

Virginia

Hewlett-Packard Co.
840 Greenbrier Circle
Suite 101
Chesapeake, VA 23330
Tel: (804) 424-7105
Fax: (804) 424-1494

Hewlett-Packard Co.
4401 Water Front Dr.
Glen Allen, VA 23060
Tel: (804) 747-7750
Fax: (804) 865-9297

Hewlett-Packard Co.
2800 Electric Road Suite 100
Roanoke, VA 24018
Tel: (703) 774-3444
Fax: (703) 989-3045

Washington

Hewlett-Packard Co.
15815 S.E. 37th Street
Bellevue, WA 98006
Tel: (206) 843-4000
Fax: (206) 843-5748

Hewlett-Packard Co.
N. 1225 Argonne Rd
Spokane, WA 99212-2657
Tel: (509) 922-7000
Fax: (509) 927-4236

West Virginia

Hewlett-Packard Co.
501 56th Street
Charleston, WV 25304
Tel: (304) 925-0992
Fax: (304) 925-1910

Wisconsin

Hewlett-Packard Co.
275 N. Corporate Dr.
Brookfield, WI 53005
Tel: (414) 792-8000
Fax: (414) 792-2018

Uganda

Pablo Ferrando S.A.C. e I.
Av. Avenida Italia 2877
Casilla de Correo 370
Montevideo
Tel: 59-82-862-588
Telex: 39802558

Olympia de Uruguay S.A.
Maquines de Oficina Avda. del Libertador 1997
Casilla de Correo 6644
Montevideo
Tel: 91-1809, 98-3807
Telex: 6342 OROU UY

Venezuela

Analitical Supplies, CA
Quinta #103 Imperme
Av El Centro
Los Chorros
Apartado 75472
Caracas
Tel: (595) 924-4321
Telex: 26241

Hewlett-Packard de Venezuela C.A.
Residenes Tia Betty Local 1
Avenida 3 y con Cafe 75
Maracay, Estado Zulia
Apartado 2646
Tel: (568) 7155689
Telex: 6246 HPMAR

YUGOSLAVIA

Do Hermes
General Zdanova 4
YU-11000 Beograd
Tel: (11) 342 641
Telex: 14433

Do Hermes
Cevolso 73
YU-81000 Ljubljana
Tel: (961) 353 170
Telex: 31563

ZAIRE

CIE
Computer & Industrial Engineering
25 Ave. de la Justice Gombe
Boite Postale 10976
KINSHASA
Tel: 32 063, 32 363, 28 251
Telex: 216525
Fax: 22 850

ZAMBIA

R. T. Tubby (Zambia) Ltd.
P.O. Box 32792
LUSAKA
Tel: 21 55 80
Telex: 40128

ZIMBABWE

Field Consolidated (Private) Ltd.
Systron Division
Manhattan Court
61 Second Street
P.O. Box 3458
Harare
Tel: 73 98 81
Telex: 26241
Fax: 70 26 08

Please send directory corrections to:
Test & Measurement Catalog
Hewlett-Packard Company
3200 Hillview Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94304
Tel: (415) 857-4706
Fax: (415) 857-3880
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